EQUIPMENT

MEAT MIXER GRINDER

PMG-32

The PMG-32 Meat Grinder is a large mixer-grinder,
suitable for almost any industrial need, producing up to
1.8 tons an hour! It incorporates a stainless steel grinding
head consistent with its hygienic design. This machine is
also equipped with thermomagnetic switches, making
the unit easy to operate. Powerline’s multipurpose unit is
specifically designed to fulfill multiple needs.
STANDARD FEATURES
Does 2 jobs in one: Mixes and Grinds!
Stainless steel construction
Easy to clean and spray down washable thanks to its
hermetic seal
Equipped with a durable foot pedal that allows for
significant reduction in operation time. Foot pedal
control is also easy to use
Powerful motor aids pulley system in making this a
durable workhorse unit
Its high capacity hopper can hold up to 50 Kg of
product makes it ideal for butchers, supermarkets &
industrial kitchens
Internal mixing system allows for you to not have your
product processed twice: Large pieces can be broken
up by the mixer to speed up the grinding
Easily disassembled: You can quickly remove the
grinding unit and blades without tools

This unit includes an
electromagnetic sensor on the
cap which shuts down the
machine automatically when
the lid is open.

Equipped with a high tech mobility
system, this unit can easily move
from one area to another.
The system includes 2 swivel wheels
with brakes and 2 stationary ones
as well.

This large unit has an incredible
production level of up to 30 Kg
a minute. This all inclusive
machine is ideal for butchers,
industrial kitchens, supermarkets
and cafeterias.

MEAT MIXER GRINDER

PMG-32

Technical Data
Motor

7.5 HP (Three phase) or 5 HP (Single phase)

Electric

220/60/1, 220/50/60/3 or 380/50/3

Grinding capacity first ground

30 Kg/min (66.14 lbs./min) 725.75 Kg/hr (66.14 lbs./min) (3/8”)

Machine dimensions (L x W x H)

1100 mm x 600 mm x 1270 mm (43.59” x 24” x 50.3”)

Net weight

232 Kg (511.47lbs)

Shipping weight

267 Kg (588.63lbs)

Detail & Dimensions

As continued product improvement is a policy of Powerline, specifications are subject to change without notice.
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